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The Queue
Where All the Action Happens at ThinHaus

(Well, a lot of it, anyway)

    You’re thinking that you want to buy a ThinHaus ... or that you might
  want to buy a ThinHaus ... or you’re gonna want one before too long ... or
 that you’d want one if only we made a couple of changes ... or you’d want one 
if only they were completely different from what they are. How do you do that? 
Where do you start?

Well, that’s actually a lot easier than you might think. You start by getting 
in line for a ThinHaus. We call it ... “The Queue” and it’s the line of folks 
who want to buy a ThinHaus. When you get in The Queue, you reserve your place 
in the production line at ThinHaus. The person at the head of The Queue gets 
the next completed           ThinHaus if they want it.
If they don’t want it           (it’s not the right model
or maybe the financing       isn’t ready), they simply 
defer to the next person        in line and keep their  
 place at the head of         The Queue subject to   
   the rules below.

             You can stay in The  
             Queue for as long
             as you like at no 
             cost or you can step 
             out and get your
            deposit money back
               ... any time, with a
             reason or not and,
            again at no cost. 

  The Queue is the ThinHaus way of fairly allocating our production. If
you want one or might want one, hop into The Queue. We ask you to give us $100
for a spot in The Queue ... but this is completely refundable without time
limit. As long as you are in The Queue, ThinHaus will hold your deposit. When  
you leave The Queue, you get your deposit back ... without delay and no questions 
asked (without interest).

The Queue is for folks who want or might want a production model ThinHaus. If 
you what a Custom ThinHaus or a New ThinHaus, you would leave The Queue (if 
you are in it) and go into a separate agreement with a separate payment structure
to cover that work. Deposits & payments for Custom ThinHaus and New ThinHaus
models are not elligible for
refunds because of the specific
work we are doing just for you.

When you get to the head of The
Queue, you get three chances
to buy the next ThinHaus. If
you don’t buy one of those,
for whatever reason, we
will place you at the
end of The Queue.
Since we are 
making new ThinHaus’ 
all the time and folks
 in The Queue are constantly shuffling around, you won’t have to wait long
   for your next chance at a new ThinHaus ... if you are in The Queue.

       So, that’s our big sales pitch. If you
       think you might ever want a ThinHaus, get 
       in The Queue. That way, you’ll have first 
        shot at the next new ThinHaus coming out  
          of our Build Centers.
 
ThinHaus reserves the right to remove you from The Queue and return your deposit (without interest) at any time and for any reason or no reason, with or 

without notice if, in our sole discretion we do not believe you are a real or potential purchaser of our products.


